
INVITATION
TO THE EVENT

FAIR CITIZENS = FAIR EU
MILOVICE 

12.5-14.5.2023



Program: 

Friday from 9.00 until 22.00 12.05.2023

- Ceremonial opening of the event

- Official welcome of foreign participants of the event

- Presentation of the importance of mutual international cooperation

- We remember! - EU Charter of Fundamental Rights - lecture

- Why did it happen? - 20thcentury, a period when some citizens were deprived of their rights

- Gender stereotypes - lecture focused on discrimination

- Women's lives versus men's lives in Europe - lecture, discrimination, women's rights

- Debate on the common future of Europe

- Negative attitudes of citizens towards the EU - discussion on Euroscepticism

- Benefits and obligations of EU membership - lecture

-Mutual familiarisation by cultural performances



Saturday from 9.00 until 22.00 13.05.2023

- Coronavirus sceptics - discussion with participants

- The rise of domestic violence during the pandemic crisis - lecture

- International competitions - sports activities, ball games

- Expert lecture - how to switch to low-carbon, ecological and efficient resources

- Traditional Czech folk culture - presentation

- Culture and art unite nations! – discussion

- Procession of Children's costumes - children in traditional costumes, performance of children - national tradition

- Performance of the folklore ensemble Milovcanek

- We help ourselves, we help people! - Presentation of volunteering through photos, videos and discussion

- The importance of volunteering in crisis situations - lecture

- Local Association for the Disabled, voluntary fire brigade - discussion, practical experience, recommendations and advice for citizens

- Presentation of European projects on discrimination, children's rights, volunteering - reasons for setting it up Fun game with participants Who

or what am I? - forehead cards with various names of European Parliament personalities or famous landmarks in Europe

- Evening sitting with participants



Sunday from 7.30 until 20:00 14.05.2023

- Festive Holy Mass in the Church of St. Oswald

- Lecture given by experts - how to improve the quality and effectiveness of education and professional training for the younger 

generation

- Creativity of the youngest - Children will have the opportunity to get involved creatively, create various works of art, 

memorabilia on the topic of the EU and, in parallel with this activity, discuss this topic with adults.

- Seniors and EU citizenship – presentation of the most common rights and opportunities for our seniors

- Gastronomic enchantment - municipalities will have the opportunity to enrich their culinary knowledge in a competition, each

partner municipality will cook the national food of the other partner municipality

- Impacts versus benefits of migration - lecture

- Discussion: Integration of foreigners into our society? - lecture related to a discussion on the adaptation of foreigners, 

demonstration of examples of living with them in theform of a presentation

- Successful completion of the event, presentation of the outputs of activities, strengthening of relationships

- Farewell to partners
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